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Meaning of marriage       

Marriage is an institution which admits men 
and women to family life. It is a stable 
relationship in which a man and a woman 
are socially permitted to have children 
implying the right to sexual relation. implying the right to sexual relation. 

Hindu marriage has three main objectives

1.Religion

2.Progeny

3.pleasure



Definitions

Malinowski defined marriage as “a 
contract for the production and 
maintenance of children.”

According to Lundberg, marriage According to Lundberg, marriage 
consists of “the rules and 
regulations which define the right, 
duties and privileges of husband 
and wife.” 



6. New statuses to man and women 
in the form of husband and wife and 
father and mother

7. Development of personal intimate 7. Development of personal intimate 
and affectionate relationship 
between the spouses and parents 
and children.

8. A binding relationship that 
assumes some permanence



Features

1. Heterosexual union

2. Granting of Approval to the sexual 
relationship

3. A public affair rather than a private 3. A public affair rather than a private 
and personal matter

4. A highly institutionalized and 
patterned mating arrangement

5. Rules which determine who can 
marry whom



Forms of marriage

1. Monogamy: one husband and one 
wife

- levirate

- sororate- sororate

2. polygamy: marriage to more than 
one partner at same time

- polygyny: one husband and two 
or more wives

- polyandry: one wife and two or 
more husband 

Polygyny is two types

Sororal polygyny and



causes

� Economic reasons

� Population 

� Equality of sexes

� Higher education � Higher education 

� Romanticism 

� Decline of the hold of the elders 

� Law in favour of monogamy

� Disadvantages of polygamy



Advantages of monogamy

� Better adjustment
� Greater intimacy 
� Better socialization of children
� Happy family� Happy family
� Equal status of women
� Equalitarian way of living
� Population control 
� Better standard of living
� Respect to old parents
� Law is in favour
� More cooperation
� stability



Disadvantages of monogamy

� Monopoly 

� Childlessness 

� Economic factors

� Adultery 

� Better status to women



Polygamy 

Polygamy is the type of marriage in which 
more than one man and women enter 
into a matrimonial alliance and each one 
is allowed to have more than one wife or 
husband. Polygamy again has three husband. Polygamy again has three 
forms:

Polygyny

Polyandry

Group marriage



Polygyny

� Polygyny is a marriage of one male 
with more than one female or what 
may be called the “plurality of 
wives.”wives.”



Polygyny is of two types

1. Sororal polygyny :when the 
desirability of man’s marrying his 
wife’s sister is stressed, this is 
called sororal polygyny.called sororal polygyny.

2. Non-sororal polygyny:when a man 
marry a numbers of wives who are 
not sisters, then that type of  
marriage is known as non-sororal 
polygyny. 



Advantages of polygyny

� Better status of children

� Rapid growth of population

� Importance of males

� Division of work

� Variety in sex relations continuity of 
family



Disadvantages of polygyny

� Lower status of women

� Jealousy 

� Low economic status

� Population growth

� Fragmentation of property

� Uncongenial atmosphere



Polyandry

It is also form of marriage in which one 
women has more than one husband at a 
given time. It is two types.

� Fraternal :one wife is regarded as the � Fraternal :one wife is regarded as the 
wife of all the brothers.

� Non fraternal: one wife has many 
husbands with whom she cohabits in 
turn. It is necessary that these 
husbands should be brothers. 



Rules of Mate selection

� For a systematical discusion of mate 
selection, it is useful to distinguish three 
aspects of it: the procedure, the scope 
and the criteria of mate selection

� K.m kapadia has rightly discussed it 
under the following three sub head: 

1.The parties of selection 

2. The field of selection

3. The criteria of selection



Changes in marriage institution

1. It  is no more a sacrament but a 
contracted bond

2. Marriage  is no more considered 
compulsory

3. Change in the age of marriage3. Change in the age of marriage

4. Change in the ideal of fidelity

5. Change in the rules of mate selection

6. Change in the qualification for marriage

7. Permission for widow remarriage 

8. Prohibition of polygamy

9. Provision for divorce

10. The changing outlook of women 

11. Changing attitude to arrange marriage



Functions of marriage

� Regulation of human reproduction

� Establishes parenthood

� To reduce the chances of conflict

� Economic cooperation

� Widen social relationship

� Help the female in child care
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